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1. Introduction

The Laplacian A in Rd given by

is probably the most investigated partial differential operator. The "discrete"
Laplacian is given by

where {ei}di=1 is an orthonormal system in Rd.
In this article, we will show for f ~ L~(Rd) that 0394f exists in Sobolev

(weak) sense and 0394f ~ Loo (R’) if and only if

Extension to Lp(Rd), 1  p  oo, will also be achieved.
It should be noted that Ah is apparently dependent on the system el.

However, the result of this paper shows that the condition ~h-20394hf~  M
does not depend on the system.

2. An estimate using the Green function and the Green formula

In this section, we will obtain an estimate of ~h-20394hf~ Il by ~0394f~. For this
estimate, we use the Green function G(03BE, x) for the domain Da -
{(03BE1, ... , 03BEn): - a  03BE1  a, 03BEi E R for i ~ 1}.
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This would imply

where ~/(~n03BE) is a derivative with respect to the normal to aD,, in the outward
direction. We recall that the Green function G(03BE, x) on open domain D is
a function of 03BE = (03BE1, ..., 03BEd) and x = (XI, ..., xd) satisfying the

following:
(A) G(x, 03BE) = G(03BE, x).
(B) 0394G(03BE, x) = 0 for x ~ 03BE and x, 03BE E D.
(C) G(03BE, x) = (r(d/2)/(d - 2)203C0d/2Rd-2) + X) where R = (03A3di=1
(Çi - xi)2)1/2 and His a harmonic function in D, i.e. 0394H(03BE, x) = 0 for 03BE ~ D
and (fixed) x E D.
(D) G(03BE, x) = 0 for x E D and 03BE E ôD.

In fact, (A) (B), (C) and (D) determine G(03BE, x) uniquely. For the domain
Da and d  3, we have, following Timofeev [3],

where

We may also verify that (2.2) satisfies (A), (B), (C) and (D). In particular,
we observe that for jj 1 = a, rk = -k, and for ji 1 = -a, rk = -k-1.
We now can estimate the discrete Laplacian by the Laplacian. This part

of the paper is somewhat computational in contrast to other parts of the
proof ôf the equivalence relation and its extension to other spaces which use
"soft" methods.

THEOREM 2.1:

where Af and 0394hf are given in (1.1) and (1.2) respectively.
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Proof: We first observe that it is sufficient to prove our theorem for d  3.
For d = 2, we set f(x, y) = /i(x, y, z), and using our result for d = 3 and
f1, we have

Since

and

the above implies (2.4) for f.
We also note that it is sufficient to show

as Af is translation invariant.
To estimate h-20394hf, we use (2.1) to write

where 0394h is taken with respect to the x variables and G is given by (2.2) and
(2.3). We now estimate J by
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To find bounds for Jr(k) (or J(k)), we will evaluate the operator h-20h on
the function rk of (xj, .. , xd) at the point (0, ... , 0). To simplify the
expressions in our calculations, we denote for 0  j  d,

where

Using the mean value theorem (in each variable), we have

where since Oh of rk-d was evaluated at (0, ... , 0), |03BEi|  h. This implies,
adding (2 - d) drk (o)-d to the first sum and subtracting it from the second
sum,

We denote by rk(j*) the expression for rk ( j ) in (2.5) but with 03B6*j replacing
’je We also denote by rk (h)

We now have for
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and

Similarly, we can show for j &#x3E; 1,

and

Combining the above, we have

Similarly,

where

We assume 0  h  a/4 and estimate first J,(0).

To estimate J’r(0), we utilize (2.7) and write

For J;’(O), we write
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We will be able to show later that

where C and CI are those of the estimates of J,’(0) and J;’(O) and any fixed
positive £5.

For we have

Using (2.7) and recalling 0  h  al4, we write

Therefore,

Similarly, we have
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and, hence combining with the estimate of J’r(0) and J"r(0),

We will show that 1 :::s; B Il f Il la2 which we combine with (2.9) and, as we
can choose a to be arbitrarily large, this will complete the proof. We recall
that if ~0394~ I = 0 and ~f~  00 then , f ’ is a constant and I1hf = 0.
To achieve I  B~f~/a2, we observe for 03BE1 = :t a (that is,

(03BE1 ... Çd) e ~Da), 03A3di=1 03B62i  h2, 0  h  a/4, and all k, that

and, similarly,

We now have for (Xl’ ... , xd) E Bh (o) and 03B6 E ôD,,

Following calculations similar to those done earlier, we have

Similarly, we have
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Using the estimate for rk with jj 1 = + a and (x1, ... , xd ) E Bh(O), we write

where Bi are independent of k. Combining the above estimates with similar
estimates on ok and summing on k, we have

which completes the proof.

3. The estimate of Il h-2’Ahf ~ for 0394f given in Sobolev sense

We recall first that Af = cp in the Sobolev sense if

for any g ~ D (i.e. g E C~(Rd) and the support of g is compact). The
estimate by Af is given in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1: If f E L~(Rd), Af exists in the Sobolev sense and Af E L~ (Rd),
then

Proof : We define F(03BE) by

for 03BE E Rd, f ~ L~(Rd) and g E L, (R d). Obviously, g ~ D implies g E L1(Rd)
and F(03BE) E C-(R d). Therefore, we may use Theorem 2.1 to obtain
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We now have

for all g c- -9 and all h.
Since D is dense in L1(Rd), we can choose for every h and e &#x3E; 0 a function

g such that ~g~L1(Rd) = 1 and

As both E and h are arbitrary, we complete the proof..

4. The inverse result

In this section, we shall prove the direction opposite to that proved in
Theorem 2.1 and 3.1 to complete the "if and only if" relation between Af
and h -2Àhf

THEOREM 4.1 : For f E Loo (Rd) the condition ~h-20394hf~~  M implies that Af
exists in the Sobolev sense and ~ 0394f ~ ~  M.

Proof: In fact, this part is quite standard for "Saturation" theorems. Using
weak* compactness of the unit ball in L~, we choose an accumulation point
of h-20394hf (as h - 0+) in Loo which we denote by 9. Obviously,
~~~~  SUPh Ilh-2Íihf ~~. For g E D, we have

It is sufficient to examine only g ~ D as -9 is dense in Ll. This implies that
ç - Af in the Sobolev sense and thus our proof is complète. ~

5. The situation for other spaces

The analogue of Theorem 2.1 and 3.1 for Lp spaces is given in the following
theorem.

THEOREM 5.1 : Suppose that f ~ Lp, Af exists in the Sobolev sense and is in Lp ,
1  p  ~ or is a finite measure on Rd for p = 1. Then
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and

where K is that of Theorem 2.1.

REMARK 5.2: The result (5.1) can be deduced from

(see for instance [2]) without referring to Theorem 2.1 but with a constant
K( p) that depends on p. However, as A(p) tends to infinity when p tends to
1 or oo, so will the corresponding K( p) and in this sense, (5.1) is superior.

Proof: We recall that D is dense in Lq, 1  q  oo and in C. We imbed LI
in aV by

and note that M is the dual to C and Lp (1  p  ~) is the dual to L,
(q-’ + p-1 = 1). The proof may now be completed following the arguments
in the proof of Theorem 3.1 almost verbatim (see also [1])..

We also have the Lp (1  p  ~) analogue of Theorem 4.1.

THEOREM 5.2: Suppose f E Lp(Rd) and Il h-2’J,.hfllp  M for some p,
1  p  oo. Then for p &#x3E; 1, Af exists in the Sobolev sense, 0394f E Lp and
~0394f~p  M, and for p = 1, Af exists in Sobolev sense, is a finite measure and
~0394f~M  M.

Proof : We repeat the proof of Theorem 4.1 recalling for p = 1 that M is
the dual of C(Rd), and LI is naturally imbedded in uÍt.
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